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Abstract 21 

Fish stocks fluctuate both in abundance and productivity (net population 22 

increase), and there are many examples demonstrating that productivity increased or 23 

decreased due to changes in abundance caused by fishing and, alternatively, where 24 

productivity shifted between low and high regimes, entirely unrelated to abundance.  25 

While shifts in productivity regimes have been described,  their frequency and intensity  26 

have not previously been assessed. We use a data base of trends in harvest and abundance 27 

of 230 fish stocks to evaluate, for the first time, the proportion of fish stocks whose 28 

productivity is primarily related to abundance vs. those who appear to manifest regimes 29 

of high or low productivity.  We evaluated the statistical support for four hypotheses:  (1) 30 

the Abundance Hypothesis, where production is always related to population abundance, 31 

(2) the Regimes Hypothesis, where production shifts irregularly between regimes that are 32 

unrelated to abundance, (3) the Mixed Hypothesis, where, even though production is 33 

related to population abundance, there are irregular changes in this relationship,  and (4) 34 

the Random Hypothesis, where production is random from year to year.  We found that 35 

the Abundance Hypothesis best explains  18.3% of stocks, the Regimes Hypothesis  36 

38.6%, the Mixed Hypothesis 30.5%,  and the Random Hypothesis 12.6%.  Fisheries 37 

management agencies need to recognize that irregular changes in productivity are 38 

common and that harvest regulation and management targets may need to be adjusted 39 

whenever productivity changes.  40 

41 
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 42 

\body 43 

Introduction  44 

Modern fisheries management is predicated on a repeatable relationship between 45 

stock size and the long term yield of fish stocks (1), and that population production (and 46 

thus, long term yield) is best served by holding stocks within a specific range of 47 

abundance.  In the U.S. and some other developed countries, stocks are classified as 48 

overfished when their abundance falls below this target range.  At that point, fishing 49 

pressure is reduced to rebuild stocks to levels that are thought to produce long term 50 

maximum sustainable yield (2).  Many other national and international fishery 51 

management organizations have adopted similar approaches.  52 

However, fish stock production often shifts between high and low productivity 53 

regimes unrelated to population size (3-6).  Mullon et al. (7) explored the pattern of 54 

fisheries collapses and concluded that there were often patterns “that seem to reflect 55 

interdecadal pseudoperiodic variability which remains largely unexplained.”  This 56 

pseudoperiodic variability could arise from a broad range of ecological factors including 57 

changes in predator, prey or competitor abundance, or changes in physical habitats.  We 58 

term this variability “productivity regimes” not to be equated or confused with the 59 

physical oceanographic regime shifts such as the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (8). One 60 

well-known example of such shifts in productivity is the collapse of Northwest Atlantic 61 

cod stocks, which, for several of these stocks, was preceded by a sharp decline in 62 

productivity at relatively high abundance (9-11).  There has been substantial debate about 63 

the causes and consequences of productivity regimes across a range of fish stocks, but no 64 
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systematic attempt has been made to assess the frequency and intensity of changes in 65 

productivity regimes.       66 

 Despite the dramatic example of the cod collapse and the rise of non-equilibrium 67 

or multiple-equilibrium perspectives in ecology (12), fisheries management is still based 68 

largely on a single equilibrium worldview.  Within this paradigm,  inter-annual 69 

fluctuations of vital rates (and thus productivity) are centered on a stationary mean, and 70 

under a fixed harvest rate populations vary around a long-term equilibrium.   This 71 

paradigm, and alternatives that include regime changes in productivity, and random 72 

productivity, should be challenged with data.   73 

If changes in productivity were generally unrelated to abundance,  this would 74 

have significant consequences for fisheries management.  First, one of the primary 75 

economic arguments for rebuilding overfished stocks would be negated;  if greater 76 

population biomass is not associated with higher sustainable harvests, then there is much 77 

less economic reward to offset the cost (in forgone harvest) of rebuilding. Even though 78 

there are often other reasons that larger stock sizes and low fishing pressure provide 79 

economic or ecological benefits (13), a major argument for rebuilding depleted stocks has 80 

been the promise of higher sustained yield in the future.  Second, if fish populations 81 

experience substantial shifts in productivity unrelated to stock size, then management 82 

based on a single set of management targets (e.g., maximum sustainable yield) will be 83 

either inefficient or risky.  If the targets are based on a higher productivity regime, then a 84 

shift to low productivity regime will result in increased risk of overfishing.  Conversely, 85 

management targets based on a lower productivity phase will result in overly cautious 86 

harvest during regimes of high productivity. 87 
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There was a lively debate about the relationship between population size and 88 

resulting number of young fish that began in 1950 and lasted into the 1990s.  Many 89 

argued that there was little relationship between the two and fishing down stocks to low 90 

abundance did not lower the number of new fish that subsequently entered the population 91 

(recruitment) (14).  In the 1990s,  Myers used several hundred data sets of stock size and 92 

recruitment to show there was indeed a statistical relationship between the two – very low 93 

abundance begat lower recruitment (15, 16).  Gilbert (6) challenged Myers’ conclusions 94 

and argued that the apparent relationship between stock size and recruitment was often 95 

spurious.  Periods of high and low recruitment that are unrelated to abundance result in 96 

high stock size during high recruitment and low stock size during low recruitment.   97 

Gilbert noted that in many of Myers’ data sets recruitment dropped to low levels even 98 

though stock sizes were high, and it is the low recruitment that causes the decline in stock 99 

size rather than the other way around.   100 

The production of sustainable yield depends not only on recruitment but also on 101 

the growth of young fish and survival from natural mortality.  To understand changes in 102 

productivity we need to look at all three processes.  Surplus production, the net change in 103 

biomass from one year to the next in the absence of fishing, incorporates recruitment, 104 

growth and natural mortality and can easily be calculated from available fish stock 105 

assessments (17).   106 

Worm et al. (18) assembled a data base with the history of abundance and catch 107 

from published assessments that now includes 355 stocks (19).  There is sufficient 108 

information on 230 stocks in these data to calculate the history of surplus production for 109 

each year, defined as the change in total biomass plus the catch for the year.  We pose 110 
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four competing hypotheses: (1) the Abundance Hypothesis, where production is always 111 

related to population abundance through a biomass dynamics model, (2) the Regimes 112 

Hypothesis, where production shifts irregularly between high and low productivity 113 

regimes that are unrelated to abundance, (3) the Mixed Hypothesis, where, even though 114 

production is related to population abundance, there are irregular changes in this 115 

relationship,  and (4) the Random Hypothesis, where production is random from year to 116 

year and not explained either by productivity regime changes or population abundance.  117 

These four models can best be thought of as broad classes of models, imbedded within 118 

each is a range of different ecological relationships and processes that could lead to the 119 

dynamics described by the model.  Our fundamental question is how frequently does each 120 

hypothesis provide the best explanation for the changes in observed production. The 121 

statistical support for each hypothesis was assessed using AICc, and simulation tests were 122 

also performed to evaluate the robustness and bias of the model selection criteria used 123 

here. 124 

Results 125 

Using a “winner takes all” approach, for 18.3% of stocks, production was best explained 126 

by the abundance hypothesis (e.g., Kattegat and Skagerrak cod, Fig. 1A-C), 38.6% of 127 

stocks are best explained by regimes (e.g., Icelandic cod, Fig. 1D-F). For 30.5% of 128 

stocks, production was best explained by the mixed hypothesis (e.g., Petrale sole from 129 

Southern California, Fig. 1G-I),, and for 12.6% of stocks the random hypothesis received 130 

most support (e.g., Common sole in the Kattegat and Skagerrak, Fig. 1J-L). Using the 131 

“relative support” approach where AICc weights are summed for each hypothesis, the 132 

relative support for the four hypotheses was similar to the winner takes all approach  133 
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(Table 1),  with 16.1% for abundance,  41.3% for the regimes hypothesis, 28.3% for the 134 

mixed hypothesis, and 14.3% for the random hypothesis.  135 

Results from simulation testing of the hypothesis testing statistics suggest that 136 

there is a slight tendency to over-classify stocks as being from the regimes and random 137 

hypotheses and to under-classify stocks as being from the abundance and the mixed 138 

hypotheses  (Table 2). Nevertheless,  models that include shifts in regimes in production 139 

between high and low states, either with or without an abundance effect (regimes and 140 

mixed models),  constitute 72% of the stocks after adjusting for estimation bias, 141 

compared to 69% before the correction (Table 1).  For the mixed hypothesis 80% of the 142 

variation in production explained by the model is attributed to the changes in the 143 

productivity relationship,  and only 20% due to changes in abundance. 144 

It is possible that model selection is dependent on the intensity of exploitation.  145 

For instance, if a stock has never been intensively exploited or it has not varied over a 146 

significant range of stock sizes, then we would not expect abundance to explain 147 

differences in production.  We classified stocks into four categories of abundance -  148 

collapsed,  overfished,  fully exploited, and developing - based on the ratio of their 149 

abundance in the last year of the time series to the abundance at maximum sustainable 150 

yield.  Contrary  to expectation, the proportion of stocks best explained by the abundance 151 

hypothesis is actually lower for collapsed and overfished stocks (14% and 10% 152 

respectively) than for stocks that are less depleted (22% for fully exploited and 13% for 153 

developing).  Also, there is no significant relationship between historical variability in 154 

abundance and proportion of stocks explained by alternative models. 155 
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We identified a total of 314 productivity shifts  from the 160 stocks where the 156 

preferred model included changes in productivity (regimes and mixed). We calculated the 157 

relative change in production as the absolute change (in tonnes) between high and low 158 

productivity periods divided by the average production across all years for that stock.  159 

We found that positive changes were as common as negative ones (160 increases vs. 154 160 

declines, Fig. 2). The bimodality in Figure 2 is due to the fact that the algorithm for 161 

selecting changes does not readily identify small changes. 162 

Discussion 163 

Caddy and Gulland (20) suggested that the production of fish stocks could be 164 

divided into four classes, regular, cyclical, irregular and spasmodic and that “To be 165 

successful, fishery assessment and management must take these patterns into  account.”  166 

Caddy and Gulland’s regular stocks were characterized by repeatable relationships 167 

between stock size and production.  Our analysis suggests that these “regular” stocks are 168 

only about ¼ of all the fish stocks for which we have data. 169 

Fisheries management in the U.S., and increasingly elsewhere, uses biomass as  170 

management targets and consequently will reduce exploitation when stock sizes decline 171 

and generally will attempt to stop all directed harvesting when stocks reach low 172 

abundance.  Exploitation and biomass targets are primarily designed to maintain the stock 173 

biomass in a range that will produce maximum sustained yield.  Increasingly, however, 174 

these targets are being shifted toward higher biomass to increase profit and lower fishing 175 

effort to reduce ecosystem impact (21).  Conventional wisdom and scientific and political 176 

expectations tell us that maintaining these levels of biomass will assure  production of the 177 
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stocks.  In the same vein, the population abundance hypothesis predicts that if we lower 178 

the catch to rebuild stocks, higher sustainable harvests will follow once stocks are rebuilt.   179 

However, if the production of a stock is determined by productivity regimes and 180 

stock assessments do not account for the shift in productivity, then the underlying 181 

management theory with respect to sustainable yield is incorrect.  In this case, holding 182 

stocks at high levels of abundance and rebuilding depleted stocks will not necessarily 183 

result in increased yields in the future.  While the economic and environmental benefits 184 

of rebuilding abundance and reducing fishing pressure are certainly valid,  the benefits of 185 

increasing abundance are significantly changed. 186 

In current U.S. management, the allowable catches of many species are limited by 187 

incidental catch of stocks that are under rebuilding plans.  Current legal mandates to 188 

include many more species in the regulatory system, combined with the overfishing 189 

definitions and rebuilding requirements, suggest that existing fisheries will be 190 

increasingly constrained and limited by stocks that are at low abundance.  Our analysis 191 

suggests that many stocks will be at low abundance because of shifts in production.  192 

Thus, unless the management system changes or we greatly improve our ability to target 193 

individual species,  current legal mandates will likely lead to major reductions in fisheries 194 

yields. 195 

However, when production changes from high to low, the catch must be lowered. 196 

Stocks in low production regimes cannot support the same yield as stocks in high 197 

production regimes. Theoretical studies have suggested that the best approach to 198 

fluctuating production may be to harvest a constant fraction of the stock that is 199 

determined by averaging across the range of production (22, 23) or to adjust the 200 
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exploitation rate based on recent recruitment (24, 25).  All these studies found that rigid 201 

harvest control rules that dramatically lower exploitation rates at low population sizes 202 

sacrifice a significant amount of harvest. 203 

Oceanographic regime shifts have been identified as important drivers of fish 204 

production in many regions, including the North Pacific (8), Tropical Pacific (26) and 205 

North Atlantic (27).  However, we have found no obvious correlation between oceanic 206 

regime shifts and changes in productivity of individual stocks.  Changes in a single 207 

stock’s productivity can be due to a wide range of factors influencing recruitment, 208 

survival or growth.  Each of these may be influenced both by physical changes in the 209 

environment as well as changes associated with food, competitors or predators.   Since 210 

we know from the long term historical record that fish stocks fluctuate considerably in 211 

abundance in the absence of fishing (5, 28), it should be expected that changes in 212 

abundance or predators and prey of any species would lead to changes in their 213 

productivity.  It is not at all clear that one should expect a direct causal relationship 214 

between physical changes associated with oceanic regime shifts and shifts in productivity 215 

of fish stocks 216 

Each of our four models describes a general class of behavior that can arise from 217 

a wide variety of mechanisms.  For instance the regimes or mixed models could result 218 

from a major change in prey or predator abundance and the impact of prey and predators 219 

on recruitment, growth and survival could be explicitly modeled.  A wide range of such 220 

models could generate what we interpret as shifts in productivity.  Ecologists have long 221 

used such general models (for instance the logistic growth model) that incorporate a wide 222 

range of mechanisms that have similar population level consequences.  The logistic 223 
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growth model, for instance can represent density dependence in births, survival or 224 

individual growth rates.  It also seems likely that shifts in productivity are not necessarily 225 

step functions, but might occur more gradually.  Our regimes and mixed models are 226 

simplifications necessary to confine our analysis to a manageable number of competing 227 

hypotheses.   228 

The stock assessment database on which this analysis is based is a non-random 229 

sample of fish populations (19) and is dominated by heavily exploited stocks.  The biases 230 

this might create, however, would generally be in the opposite direction of the observed 231 

results. Heavily exploited stocks presumably have undergone more declines in abundance 232 

than lightly exploited stocks and thus provide more contrast that the population 233 

abundance model must explain. Stock assessments are generally more available for 234 

developed countries, and under-represent fish populations in tropical regions. 235 

Future work should evaluate a wide range of harvest strategies for robustness to 236 

uncertainty in the basic causes of production.  Additional work should also look to the 237 

physical and biological factors that explain the changes in production and examine 238 

patterns of covariance (positive or negative) in productivity across populations (29, 30)  239 

or species (31) in an ecosystem.  Although there may be little that fishery managers can 240 

do to avert shifts to a lower productivity state, improved methods for early detection of 241 

such shifts (32) may permit managers to reduce harvest in time to avoid collapse.  242 
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Methods  243 

Data  244 

Time series of biomass, catch and fishing rate were extracted from the RAM 245 

Legacy Stock Assessment Database (19) for 355 stocks on December 10th 2010.   Only 246 

279 stocks had no missing data points within the time series, thus were initially selected 247 

for analysis. A total of 49 of the 279 data sets were excluded from the analysis for the 248 

following reasons; for 8 stocks the units of biomass and catch were not in the same units, 249 

24 stocks had a time series of less than 20 years and for 17 stocks the estimated stock 250 

total biomass was the result of a deterministic model and was by definition a function of 251 

stock biomass. The analysis was thus completed with 230 stocks.  252 

Alternative models considered 253 

Surplus production is defined as the net change in biomass, plus harvest (17).  254 

(1)          tttt CBBS +−= +1  255 

Where St  is the surplus production over year t; Bt is the stock total biomass at time t; and 256 

Ct is the catch removed between times t and t+1. 257 

To test if surplus production is related to biomass, a Fox surplus production model 258 

(33) was fitted to the data. The Fox model was chosen rather than the more well-known 259 

Schaefer (logistic) model as recent meta-analysis has determined that the shape of the 260 

productivity vs. biomass relationship is closer to that specified in the Fox model (34).  261 

The Fox model can be written as (35): 262 

(2)          
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Where  is the predicted surplus production over year t;  is the carrying capacity; and 264 

m is the maximum sustainable yield and e is the base of the Naperian logarithm (2.718). 265 

Productivity shifts are defined for our use as the change in surplus production 266 

from one state to another. For the regimes hypothesis, the challenge is to estimate the 267 

years when the productivity shifted (called break-points). We used the sequential t-test 268 

analysis of regime shifts (STARS) (36, 37), which has been widely used in similar 269 

applications (25). The STARS method estimates a series of break points that mark the 270 

first year of each flip in productivity.  In general, this method involves searching over all 271 

possible breakpoints, using the Student’s t-test to identify candidate breakpoints by 272 

testing for a significant change in the mean value of the time series, and then reevaluating 273 

these candidate points in the context of all other break points. This algorithm is described 274 

in detail by (36). The predicted surplus production for each year within regime i is simply 275 

the average surplus production during that regime. 276 

(3)         
ii

f

fj
j

i ff

S
S

i

i

−
=

+

−

=
∑
+

1

11

 277 

Where fi  is the first year of period i; is the predicted average surplus production in 278 

period i; is the surplus production in year j. 279 

The mixed model combines the effect of the biomass on the stock and 280 

productivity shifts. For the mixed model, the estimated years at which break-points 281 

happened were determined using the regimes model. To test if surplus production is 282 

related to biomass and productivity shifts, a productivity shifting surplus production 283 

model was fitted to the data. It assumes that carrying capacity is time independent, but 284 

^

tS ∞B

iS

jS
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maximum sustainable yield is shifting between alternative regimes states thus the 285 

exploitation rate that produces maximum sustainable yield shifts between higher and 286 

lower values.  287 

(4)        
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 288 

mi is the maximum sustainable yield in each period i; 289 

The random production model assumes that the variability in the data is neither 290 

explained by fishing nor by changes in productivity so the predicted surplus production in 291 

any year is simply the average surplus production over all years. 292 

(5)       
y

S
S

y

t
t

t

∑
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^
 293 

Parameter estimation 294 

For all models, the set of parameters that maximizes the likelihood was found by 295 

assuming process error and the observed surplus production is normally distributed: 296 

(6)     ∏
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Where is the predicted surplus production under each model for year t;   is the 298 

standard deviation of the surplus production about the model-prediction, 𝜃� are the 299 

parameters for each model.  300 

The parameters ( , m, and σ) of the Fox model were estimated by nonlinear 301 

function minimization in AD Model Builder (ADMB) v10.1 (http://admb-project.org/). 302 

σ

∞B
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Parameters of the regimes model (  , fi, σ) were estimated using a sequential t-303 

test analysis in R with two “tuning parameters” used as inputs: the minimum duration of 304 

a regime, known as “cut-off-length” and the significance level for the t-tests. We used a 305 

cut-off-length of 10 years and the significance level for the t-test of 0.1. Thus, the shifts 306 

are more likely to be at least a decade long although the algorithm often chose shorter 307 

regimes at the beginning and end of the time series. Once the break points were 308 

determined the average production during each period was calculated and the value of σ 309 

determined analytically.  310 

The parameters ( , im , and σ) of the Mixed model were estimated by nonlinear 311 

function minimization in ADMB v10.1 using the break points estimated in the regimes 312 

model. 313 

For the random model, the average production was calculated from equation 5 314 

and σ was determined analytically. 315 

Model selection 316 

The comparison of the four models used the Akaike Information Criterion 317 

corrected for small sample size (AICc)(38)  which identified the most parsimonious 318 

model. AICc weights were also calculated and can be interpreted as the relative support 319 

of data for each model (39). The AICc was calculated as:  320 

(7)     ( )
1

122)log(2
−−
+

++−=
kN

kkkLAICc  321 

Where 322 

L is the likelihood of the data given the parameters; 323 

iS

∞B
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k is the number of parameters; 324 

N is the number of data points. 325 

The preferred model is the one with the lowest AICc. 326 

The Fox model has three parameters (m, ∞B   and ).  The number of parameters 327 

in the regimes model varies, with  one parameter for the average surplus production 328 

during each period, one parameter for each breakpoint and the value of   . The mixed 329 

model has one parameter for each break point, one parameter for each m, and two 330 

additional parameters ∞B  and .  The null model has two parameters, the average surplus 331 

production and . To calculate the AICc weights, we first calculate the difference 332 

between the best model and each model i ( i∆ ). 333 

(8)   ( )AICcAICcii min−=∆  334 

The weights for each model (wi) were calculated from the . 335 

(9)    
∑
=

∆−

∆−

= 4

1

5.0

5.0

j

i
j

i

e

ew  336 

Figure 1 shows examples of data sets where each of the alternative models was 337 

preferred. 338 

Testing of the methods 339 

To verify the reliability of the model selection method and correct for any mis-340 

classification, four simulation-based evaluations were run using data generated from the 341 

abundance, the regimes, the mixed and the random model and then subject to evaluation 342 

i∆
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using each of these four models. The simulation procedure is described below using 343 

process errors. 344 

Data sets were generated for each of the four hypotheses.  For each simulation the 345 

parameters were drawn from stocks that were best explained by the particular underlying 346 

hypothesis.  Thus, we selected data from 37 stocks for the abundance model, 95 stocks 347 

for the regimes model, 33 for the random model and 65 for the mixed model. Then for 348 

each stock 20 stochastic replicate data sets were generated. The initial biomass of each 349 

simulation was the value of the initial biomass in the first year of the data set. The 350 

exploitation rate Ut for every year was calculated from the data used in our analysis.  351 

(10)   
t

t
t B

CU =  352 

Where 353 

is the exploitation rate at time t. 354 

The biomass was simulated for the Fox model using equation 11. 355 

(11)    
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Where  357 

is the simulated biomass at time t+1; 358 

m  is  the maximum sustainable yield obtained by fitting the Fox model;  359 

is the carrying capacity obtained by fitting the Fox model; 360 
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 is normal process error; ; 361 

 is the parameter obtain by fitting the Fox model. 362 

The biomass for the regimes and random models was calculated from equation 363 

12. 364 

(12)   

ttt

ttttt

UBC

CSBB

~~

~~^~~

1

=
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 ++=+ ε

 365 

where  366 

is the predicted values obtain by fitting the regimes model or random model. 367 

The biomass was simulated for the mixed model using equation 13 368 
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where 370 

im is the maximum sustainable yield  for period i obtained by fitting the mixed model; 371 

∞B is the carrying capacity obtained by fitting the mixed model; 372 

~
ε  is normal process error; ( )σε ,0~

~
N ; 373 

σ  is the parameter obtain by fitting the mixed model. 374 

~
ε ( )σε ,0~

~
N
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Given the new series of �̃� and 𝐵� , the surplus production from the simulated data 375 

was calculated, using equation 1.  376 

The random, the regimes, the mixed and abundance models were fitted to the 377 

simulated series of surplus production and AICc was used to select a best model for each 378 

data set. The “classification rate” was calculated as the number of stocks best explained 379 

by each model divided by the number of stocks simulated. Thus, we obtain a four by four 380 

matrix (Table 2) of the classification rates, Eij,  where i is the true model and j is the 381 

model selected by AICc. 382 

The classification matrix can then be used to solve for the vector model 383 

proportions (pi) that would result in the observed proportions (𝑝𝚤� ) by nonlinear search 384 

over pi to minimize the difference between observed and predicted jp̂
 385 

(14)  ∑=
i

ijij Epp
^

 386 

We found that the estimated true proportion (pi) as 27% abundance,  24% 387 

regimes, 45% mixed and 4% random.   388 

  389 
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Figure Captions 493 

Figure 1. Surplus production data plotted against model predictions, showing 494 

individual fish stocks best explained by abundance (Atlantic cod in the Kattegat and 495 

Skagerrak panels a-c), regimes (Atlantic cod in Iceland panels d-f), the mixed hypothesis 496 

(Petrale sole from Southern California panels g-i) and random (sole from the Kattegat 497 

and Skagerrak panels j-l).  The first column is the fit under the abundance model, the 498 

second column the fit under the mixed model, and the third column the regimes model, 499 

or, if no breakpoints are found, the random model (panel l).  The area shaded in each pie 500 

diagram shows the AIC weight assigned to each model, so that a pie diagram that is 90% 501 

shaded  indicates that 90% of the AIC weight was assigned to that model.   502 

Figure 2. The frequency distribution of shifts in production. In panel a the shifts 503 

are plotted from -4 to 4 which excludes some extreme values.  In panel b all the shifts are 504 

plotted in the range -20 to 20 and includes all outliers.  505 

506 
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Table 1.  The percentage of stocks and number of stocks that are best explained 507 

by each hypothesis and the total AICc weight for each.   508 

 509 

Hypothesis % stocks with 
the highest 

support  

# of stocks best 
supported 

% total AICc 
weight 

% of stocks 
best supported 
after correction 
for estimation 

bias 

Abundance 18.3% 37 16.1% 24% 

Regimes 38.6% 95 41.3% 27% 

Mixed 30.5% 65 28.3% 45% 

Random 12.6% 33 14.3% 4% 

 510 

511 
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Table 2: Probability that a data set generated from a “real” model would be best 512 

explained by each kind of model.   513 

 Best Fit Model 
Real model 
 

Abundance  Regimes Mixed Random  

Abundance  
 

0.54 0.14 0.08 0.24 

Regimes  
 

0.04 0.81 0.11 0.04 

Mixed  
 

0.05 0.33 0.57 0.04 

Random 
 

0.12 0.13 0.04 0.71 

 514 

515 
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